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Presentation Notes
Margin management is not magic or new. It’s common sense for businesses whose profit margins look like the chart (propylene – propane).The basic idea is to be proactive about profit margins by taking advantage of forward margins when current margins are high because, as the chart shows, high margins generally don’t last.Forward = months aheadThe strategies are applicable to any volatile margin business: oil refiner, chemical producer, resin processor, gasoline retailer, etc.  Easiest for oil refiners to implement.Strategies are for margin management, not just raw material (resin) price management.Many strategies to choose from to fit your market outlook, concerns, risk profile, or objectives. The best strategy is only known in hindsight.This presentation is wordier than a Power Point should be. But I’ve made it that way so it’s more than just buzz words when you read it later.15 minutes goes fast.  Any questions, feel free to contact me.
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Summary
Processor Challenge: Volatile & Sometimes Weak Profit Margins
Given: Resin costs are a high percentage of operating costs and resin prices are volatile and sometimes high.
a) Higher resin costs are difficult for processors to pass through to 

customers. Even if they are passed through, there is a lag going up 
and much less of a lag going down.

b) So margins are squeezed when resin prices increase and don’t recover 
enough lost ground when prices decrease.

c) In terms of risk, processors have a short resin position and margins 
are effectively capped with a weak floor.

Solution: Margin Management
A proactive approach to profit margins that takes advantage of the 
market when margins are high by selling forward margins or 
protecting against lower forward margins. Result:

• Higher average margins than market/budget
• Lower margin volatility & risk
• Outperformance of market-relying competition

Margin management includes but is not limited to controlling resin costs. It is the balanced use of fixed price and options instruments on 
both sides of the profit equation.
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Oil Refiners & Chemical Producers

3) To decrease risk and increase average margins, 
during high margin periods, they:
• Sell higher margins forward or
• Protect against lower margins forward

1) Similar to resin processors, oil refiners and chemical 
producers have volatile raw material costs.

2) Absent margin management, their profit margins are also 
volatile, swinging from highs to lows in a matter of weeks.

Result
Higher average margins and lower margin risk

What about processors?
Margin management is proven beneficial for 
refiners and producers. It is not new and can 
benefit resin processors, too.
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What Margin?
Sometimes called variable margin, gross profit margin, or gross raw material margin:

Margin Product price Raw material price
A simple price difference with no adjustment for yields, it is the primary determinant of profitability 
of commodity-based businesses and the action variable for margin management..

Examples
Oil refiner [crude oil  gasoline, diesel, and other refined products]:

Margin ($/bbl) = Gasoline – Crude oil, Diesel – Crude oil …
Chemical producer [feed stocks (refinery intermediates, NGLs)  petrochemicals/resins]:

Margin ($/lb, $/gal) = Ethylene – Ethane, Propylene – Propane …
Resin processor [resins  products]:

Margin ($/lb) = Product price – Resin price
E.g. bottle/pipe/packaging/consumer durable price – HDPE price
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Margin Management

High margins for refiners, producers, and processors don’t 
last and typically erode within a few weeks, so selling 
higher margins forward or protecting against lower margins 
forward is common sense and leads to:

• Higher average margins
• Lower margin volatility & risk
• Outperformance of more market dependent competition

Sell High, Protect Against Low
When current margins are high, forward margins are also likely high, as the chart of current vs. forward heating 
oil margins shows:

What if it was your money?
• What forward margin would you sell?
• How low can your margins go and what floor would you guard against?

Reduce Risk
Choosing not to manage margins is choosing higher risk and 
speculating that the market will reward you with “good enough” 
margins while keeping pace with – though not outperforming – the 
competition.
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Margin Management Strategies

Transaction Guidelines
• Set profit margin target and floor

(e.g. $0.45/lb and $0.20/lb)

• Specify percent of forward production 
to sell at target and protect at floor

(e.g. 65% and 30%)

• Set forward transaction time limit
(e.g. up to 6 months ahead)

• Balance positions
(e.g. avoid the oil refiner’s mistake!)

Strategy Raw material
price Product price Result

Status quo Floating Floating
Forward profit margin will equal 
market and competition; full 
downside risk

A. Sell 
forward 
margin

Buy fixed price Sell fixed price Sale of forward margin at target; 
eliminates downside risk

Using options *

B. Call 
options Buy call option

1) Floating

2) Sell fixed price

3) Sell call option

1) Eliminates upside resin price 
risk but enables downside 
price participation

2) Sale of margin at or above 
target

3) Sale of margin at or above 
target or at market

C. Put 
options

Buy fixed price and 
put option
--------------------
Buy fixed price and 
two put options

1) Floating

2) Sell fixed 
price

-----------------
Sell fixed price and 
put option

1) Eliminates resin price risk 
and provides downside resin 
price protection

2) Eliminates margin risk and 
provides downside resin 
price protection

-------------------------------------
Eliminates margin risk and 
downside resin price risk and 
provides downside product price 
protection for customer

* There are several other options strategies, including using options spreads to 
reduce premiums. 7



Instruments
For Resins

• Olefin futures: ethylene, polymer grade propylene
• Resin futures: HDPE, LLDPE, polypropylene
• Swaps: bilateral fixed price transactions with 

credit-worthy counterparties, index-settled (CDI, 
PCW, or CMAI/IHS)

• Options: NGL options are listed by both ICE and 
CME, but there are no petrochemical options. Like 
swaps, they must be transacted bilaterally, settled 
against an index. (Options in crude oil, natural gas, 
and other highly correlated and option-able 
commodities are a good alternative for resin 
options in forward periods.)

Execution through HMX
HMX (www.houstonmerc.com) is an online 
marketplace, providing a neutral and anonymous 
execution platform for olefin and resin transactions.  
CME petrochemical futures contracts reference PCW 
prices, but other transactions may be settled using 
CDI, PCW, or CMAI/IHS prices.

Business Raw material Product Comments

Oil 
Refiner

Crude oil futures, 
options, and option 
spreads

Gasoline and heating 
oil futures, options, and 
option spreads;
swaps and swap 
options on other 
refined products

Margin management 
strategies A, B, or C are 
easily executed.
Crack spreads & crack 
spread options may also 
be executed directly.

Chemical 
Producer

Natural gas futures 
& options; NGL 
futures, swaps, and 
options

Olefin & resin futures;
swaps & options with 
credit-worthy 
customers

Balanced hedging 
eliminates producers’ fear 
of underperforming the 
competition 

Resin 
Processor

Olefin & resin 
futures; swaps & 
options with credit-
worthy 
counterparties

Swaps and options with 
credit-worthy 
customers

Options are most helpful 
for transactions with 
customers; customers 
may have price caps or 
downside price protection 
alongside fixed price 
purchases.

Financial or physical, but financial is usually easier with less counter-party credit risk.
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Options
Options open up a range of transactions for less capital to better match market 
expectations or concerns. Without options, transactions are limited to fixed price 
futures and swaps (buy or sell, now or later).

Market 
Expectation 

Without 
Options 

With Options

Higher
very 

somewhat 

Buy fixed price · Buy fixed price 
· Buy call 
· Buy call spread 
· Sell put 
· Sell put spread 

Neutral Do nothing 
· Sell options 
· Sell option spreads 
· Do nothing 

Lower
somewhat 

very Sell fixed price 

· Sell call spread 
· Sell call 
· Buy put spread 
· Buy put 
· Sell fixed price 
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Establishing a Margin Management Program
1. Specify Objectives, Strategies, Instruments, and Rules

• Meet or beat profit margin expectations
• Identify appropriate risk management instruments, markets, and means
• Set profit margin target and floor, and update as market conditions warrant
• Specify percent of forward production to sell at target and protect at floor
• Set forward time limit on transactions
• Balance positions

2. Write a Policy
• Document objectives, strategies, instruments, and rules. Include authorizations and reporting requirements.
• Ensures proper implementation of approved strategies and avoids these potential mistakes:

• Lack of understanding/ownership of financial positions
• Separation of financial from underlying physical position  financial position seen as speculative
• Risk position imbalance
• Hesitation  missed opportunities
• No options  higher potential cost transactions

• Designate Risk Manager responsible for implementation
• Obtain signature approvals of key decision makers

3. Execute
• Establish appropriate exchange-based accounts and bilateral agreements with credit-worthy counterparties
• Explore and develop sales opportunities with customers
• Make execution of exceptional market opportunities non-discretionary to limit opportunity costs
• Analyze and report results
• Update Policy as appropriate and agreed
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Takeaways
1) Margin management is not new and common sense for any volatile

margin business.
2) It is possible for processors to implement today.
3) Establish a program now so you can take advantage of opportunities 

when they occur.
4) Help is available to establish policies and strategies, and execute 

transactions.
5) Not doing anything is accepting higher margin risk and missing 

opportunities.
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Companies that are captive to one resin should diversify. How does a company go about beginning this type of change, especially if a particular product line is so “dedicated” to a specific resin?A margin management program includes using resin price risk management tools to limit or eliminate a processor’s exposure to price volatility in a particular resin.  So a processor need not diversify away from a particular resin for price volatility alone.  The processor need only diversify for supply and supplier reliability concerns.We had talked about private equity – its role in buying plastics companies. With private equity buyers so active in the market, what are these companies looking for in terms of consistent profit margins and how do these margin strategies help?The margin management strategies are designed to smooth and improve margins. I stress implementing them when current margins are high so that processors are likely to beat the market average over time.  If private equity buyers are merely interested in consistent profit margins, the bar for implementing the strategies is lower and the strategies would be executed more frequently.



Disruptive Value

The Ongoing Margin Squeeze in Film 
Processing & Converting
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Problem / Challenge
• Ongoing squeeze on Mono Film Processors 

Margins
– Raw Materials (volatile, difficult to pass on)
– High Percentage of Sales Price (often > 75%)
– End User: 

• Little willingness to pay for value add of film processing
• Will pay for added value in converting steps

• Captive Margins: raw material pricing holds film 
processing margins captive
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Solution: Margin Merging
• Selling Film or Selling a Material? 

– Move converting value step and margins to the 
processing step

– Focus on films with features and benefits are not 
captive to one raw material: selling a film, not a 
material

• Target Capital on processing technology that 
is not captive to one material
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Terminology
• Processing film from resin 

– Extrusion
• Blow Film
• Cast Film
• Flat die Film & Sheet

– Calendering
• Converting: Adding Value to film and sheet

– Printing, Coating & Laminating
|  5



Margins: Captive vs. Merchant
• Monofilm margins are CAPTIVE to raw material 

pricing 
– Monfilm market is unable pass on the volatility of raw 

material price fluctuations in a timely fasion
• Alternative: MERCHANT Margins

– Processing step is key to the value of the film, not the raw 
material

– A film structure is sold and marketed, not a raw material 
– Movement to bring value from conversion to processing
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Captive Processing (one material)
• Increases in:

– Price of Processing Equipment
– Efficiency of Processing Equipment
– Automation (lower labor cost)

• Steady decrease in: 
– Margin as % of sales price:

• Result: Downward Pricing Pressure
– Focus on low-cost production, volume
– Margin remains captive to raw material

|  7



Margin Formation: 
Processing vs. Conversion

• Conversion margins as % of capital are quite 
attractive
– 1/5th the capital can product 5X or greater the 

margin in film and sheet products

• Margin formation is based on value-add of 
finished product rather than the raw material

|  8



Film Value Adds
• Barrier

– Moisture
– Gas
– Chemical 

• Intelligence
• User Interface / Ease of Use

• Move these values from conversion to processing 
technologies!
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Strategy: Margin Merging
• Film processing: merging the conversion step

– Makes value creation “merchant” rather than 
“captive”

– Moves value of conversion step closer to 
processing rather than raw material

• Processing Technologies
– Co-Extrusion
– Extrusion Coating / Lamination
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Take Aways
• Captive Margins: Processing of mono-materials

– Focus on low cost production, high capital costs, low margins, need for 
high volumes

– Margin is held captive to fluctuations in raw material prices. This can 
be managed, but the margin is still captive to raw material fluctuations

• Merchant Margins: Production of film structures with different 
raw materials and technologies returns some measure of margin 
control to processor
– Today: conversion step forms higher margins, requires less capital than 

processing step
– Focus product development on film structures that are not captive to 

base raw material
• Alternative to Captive Margins: Merchant margins. 
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THANK YOU!
The question period will begin shortly
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